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Dear Mr. Lojk:
Bruce Power Public Comments on Draft CNSC Regulatory Document
REGDOC - 2.2.2 - Human Performance Management: Personnel Training
The purpose of this letter is to provide the Bruce Power comments on CNSC Regulatory
Document REGDOC-2.2.2, Human Performance Management: Personnel Training, as
requested by Reference 1.
Bruce Power has collaborated with AECL, New Brunswick Power Nuclear and Ontario
Power Generation to review proposed REGDOC-2.2.2 in detail and these comments are
provided in Attachment A.
Bruce Power, like most Licensees, has an immense body of experience in training
activities covering a large scope of requirements. For example, there are currently over
6500 active training courses covering multiple workgroups. In a typical year Bruce
Power will provide nearly 10,000 days of instructor led training classes for it staff.
Today's training programs successfully ensure sufficient training over a very broad
range of applications and circumstances. Constant reviews and assessments indicate
that this training is highly effective and deficiencies identified are quickly corrected. The
training programs are based on the long history of industry experience, training
Standards, management Standards, and specific requirements of regulations and
licence conditions.
Regulatory Documents are intended to provide direction/guidance on the practical
implementation of Regulations where other guidance is not readily available. CNSC
Regulatory Document RD-204, Certification of Persons Working at Nuclear Power Plant,
is an example of a specific requirement applicable to nuclear staff whose activities are of
critical importance to nuclear plant safety. The proposed Regulatory Document 2.2.2
fails to provide guidance relative to its stated purpose but instead provides a discussion
of the elements of Systematic Approach to Training and adds new elements as well.
This information is readily available from several sources. The definitions provided for
"Safety Related Positions" and "Safety Related Occupations" are not adequate to
provide specific guidance. The consequence is a document that provides a vastly
increased set of requirements across a broad expanse of training programs that is not
justified by experience or risk. Non-safety issues should not intentionally be escalated
to regulatory requirement status.

Bruce Power Frank Saunders Vice President - Nuclear Oversight and Regulatory Affairs
P.O. Box 1540 BIO 4th fioorW Tiverton ON NOG 2TO
Telephone 519 361 -5025 Facsimile 519 361-4559
frank.saunders @brucepower.com
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Bruce Power's position is that Regulatory Document 2.2.2 is not suitable for use in the
current draft state.
The expanded requirements beyond the industry's current practices include:
1)

The addition of large numbers of jobs to the jobs where formal Systematic
Approach to Training is currently used by adding requirements to include
"safety-sensitive occupations" and "safety-sensitive positions".

2)

The addition of abilities and attitudes to the analysis required to identify
knowledge. This will require the basis for all current SAT based training to be
expanded.

3)

The addition of sub-tasks and task elements to the documentation of jobs. These
are currently done at the task level only and as a result a large amount of rework
will be required.

4)

The addition of a requirement to analyze and document learning characteristics of
target audiences. This is also not done currently and as a result a large amount of
rework will be required.

The magnitude of the impact is considerable. Few training programs will be unaffected
as a result of these requirements. Implementation costs alone are conservatively
estimated to exceed $15 million. These areas are discussed in more detail as Industry
Major Comments in Attachment A.
Bruce Power's position is that draft Regulatory Document 2.2.2 should not be published
in its current form but should be withdrawn and reworked from first principles. Because
of the considerable cost and effort required to implement this document with little or no
safety benefit to be gained, Bruce Power will vigorously oppose publishing the current
version.
Bruce Power is prepared to meet co-operatively with the CNSC to clarify our comments
and concerns. We look forward to sharing our experience and programs in this area in
an effort to assist in defining a basis and structure for Regulatory Document 2.2.2.
If you require further information or have any questions regarding details of this
submission, please contact Mr. Chip Horton, Division Manager, Training, at
(519) 361-4234.
Yours truly,

Frank Saunders
Vice President Nuclear Oversight and Regulatory Affairs
Bruce Power
cc: CNSC Bruce Site Office (Letter only)
Attach.
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Reference:
1.

Email, Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC) to M. Burton, May 3, 2013,
Invitation to comment on draft REGDOC-2.2.2, Personnel Training.
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Attachment A

Industry Comments on Draft CNSC Regulatory Document REGDOC - 2.2.2 - Human
Performance Management: Personnel Training
The following comments have been compiled by a group of industry Training and
Regulatory Affairs Managers. In the follow comments the term "industry" is taken
to mean AECL, Bruce Power, New Brunswick Power Nuclear and Ontario Power
Generation.

PROPERTY OF BRUCE POWER L.P.
The attached/enclosed document identified above is/was provided by
Bruce Power L.P. pursuant to restrictions on its use and further disclosure. The
information contained herein is confidential commercial, financial, scientific, technical
and/or contains trade secrets, and is supplied on that basis. Disclosure of this
information could reasonably be expected to either cause material financial loss to us,
to prejudice our competitive position, or to interfere with negotiations in which we are
engaged. In the event that you intend to disclose all or any part of the information we
should be advised prior to such disclosure at P.O. Box 1540, B10, 177 Tie Road,
Municipality of Kincardine, RR#2 Tiverton, Ontario, NOG 2TO, Facsimile No.
519-361-4333, to the attention of Executive Vice President and General Counsel, so
that we can make appropriate detailed representations to you about the nature of the
information.
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Industry Major Comments
Industry Major Comments are those comments on the proposed REGDOC that are deemed to have
substantially increased compliance burden on the industry by changing current regulatory
requirements and industry practice without any apparent safety driver. Failure to address these
MAJOR comments will result in industry opposition to the proposed REGDOC during Commission
Meetings and substantial exceptions taken during the licensing renewal process.

Prelude to Industry Major Comments- Unnecessary Regulation
The industry recommends that the CNSC discontinue the process to create and implement this draft
REG DOC. The industry does not accept there is a need for this REG DOC. Our position is that
existing REGDOCs, including RD-204, Certification of Persons Working at Nuclear Power Plant, and
existing standards, including N286-05 and 12, Management System Requirements for Nuclear
Power Plants provide sufficiently detailed regulatory requirements. However, should the
Commission elect to move forward with this REGDOC, the industry requests that the items identified
in the following pages as Industry Major Comments have a formal related impact analysis conducted
by CNSC staff before the items identified become requirements or we request that these items be
eliminated from the REGDOC before it is issued. Industry Major Comments all address substantial
expansions on regulatory requirements. Industry Major Comments all address items where the
industry's position is that they add no measurable safety margin to our operations and will
substantially divert talent and resources away from more important work.

Industry Major Comment #1 - Substantial Scope Expansion Regarding Positions that Require
Application of a Full SAT.
Section Reference: 1.2 Scope (also Section 3 and Glossary entry for safety-sensitive occupations'
and 'safety-sensitive positions'.
Issue Discussion: Section 1.2 introduces 'safety-sensitive occupations' and 'safety-sensitive
positions'. The intent of these terms is to define the scope of workers this REGDOC applies to.
Further in Section 3 the proposed REG DOC clearly states that the list of workers in scope shall be
proposed by the licensee and approved by the CNSC through the license process. We agree that
this process is appropriate in that the licence application certainly addresses this issue. However,
we do not support calling out in this REG DOC specific approvals during the licensing process as this
adds no value and potentially adds a parallel process and potential confusion. Of important note is
that we find the use of these terms (particularly with the expansive definition given in the proposed
Glossary) contradictory to this process and of no value. Rather we request that the terms safety
sensitive occupations and/or safety-sensitive positions be eliminated from this REGDOC . In their
stead we recommend the scope apply to those positions that directly operate or maintain the plant
as these are the positions where the qualification is a significant component of our defence in depth
approach to safety.
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Currently the industry defines its jobs within its management systems as per individual licence
applications. At Bruce Power we currently have 317 positions defined in our system. We apply a
full SAT to about 10% of these described positions; over 60% of our staff and nearly 100% of staff
that work in our Stations hold one of these positions which are called "Key Qualifications" within our
documentation. Our Key Qualifications equate closely with "Accredited Positions" regulated by the
US NRC and that require a SAT in that system. In fact, our list is larger than the USNRC list.
These staff are the people that directly operate and maintain the plant. It is staff in these positions
that the industry deems to be staff whose position qualifications form an important part of our
defence-in-depth with regard to safety. Introduction of new expansive terminology to define which
positions require a SAT be applied to at nuclear facilities adds uncertainty unnecessarily. Current
requirements are adequate in the industry's opinion in that they already require a SAT for Certified
positions and require that licensee's training shall be systematically developed and implemented so
that the required competency is achieved and maintained.
Additionally, current industry standards and CNSC inspection guides provide sufficient aids to the
implementation of these requirements. The addition of a new REG DOC with an unclear and
expansive scope to safety-sensitive occupations' and 'safety-sensitive positions' as defined in the
Glossary of the proposed document could add dozens of positions to the positions currently deemed
appropriate for a SAT and is not recommended or valued.

Suggested Change: We request the replacement of Section 1.2 paragraph 1 with the following:
"This regulatory document applies to workers in nuclear facilities who directly operate or maintain
the plant during all facility conditions. The licensee shall define these positions in its training
system."

Industry Major Comment #2 - Substantial Scope Expansion by adding Abilities & Attitudes
Related Requirements.
Section Reference: Section 1. Introduction (also Section: 2 Item 1, 3 Item 4, 5.1.2, 5.1.3, 5.2.1 ,
5.2.2, 5.3.2, Glossary entry for Continuing Training, Job, Learning & teaching points.)
Issue Discussion: The proposed REGDOC substantially expands regulatory requirements
regarding the use of a systematic approach to training (SAT) by requiring (shall) and recommending
(may or should) "abilities and attitudes" be added to knowledge & skills attainment expectations
throughout all phases of a SAT. This practice is not currently employed by the industry, is not part
of current regulatory requirements, adds no measurable safety margin in the industry's opinion, is
not practical to implement, and should not be added by this new regulatory document.
The cost to the industry of this regulatory expansion from current practice is unpredictable but
certain to be enormous as abilities & attitudes would now be required to be identified and addressed
for hundreds of task that compose dozens of positions that require a full SAT. Further, the value of
this activity is doubtful in the opinion of the industry and is certainly unproven. In fact, the industry
believes meeting this requirement may not be possible in that the distinction between Skills and
Abilities is not discreet enough (even in the academic literature) to facilitate a distinction in our
processes. Rather, we submit that sticking with Skills alone, as is current practice, is appropriate.
Additionally, there is no precedent for the addition of Attitudes. The industry does not believe the
identification or evaluation of Attitudes as proposed in this REG DOC is feasible by the industry.
NK21-CORR-00531-10585
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Certainly, some aspects of professionalism and its related attitudes are expected of staff; however
this is and can continue to be accomplished without the expansive addition of Attitudes into the SAT
process as proposed.
Suggested Change: We request the deletion of all reference to "abilities and attitudes" in the
document. We recommend the document limit all phases of a SAT to Knowledge & Skills
identification and attainment by staff.

Industry Major Comment #3 - Substantial Regulatory Expansion by Adding sub-tasks and
task elements to our documentation of jobs tasks.
Section Reference: Section 3 Item 3.
Issue Discussion: Section 3 Item 3 of the proposed REG DOC requires that a job analysis shall " ...
determine all the .... subtasks and task elements involved". This is not a practice currently done by
licensees and represents a substantial increase in regulatory expectations as compared to current
Canadian and international practice with, in the opinion of the industry, no expected value. The
current practice to identify tasks and task references (which adequately describe the task) has been
sufficient for the past ten years and is sufficient internationally. The industry does occasionally
document task elements when an adequate reference is not available. However, this is rare and
would not meet the regulatory requirements as proposed.
The industry has been implementing a SAT for over ten years. The expectation that a job analysis
will "determine all the .... subtasks and task elements involved" is not a practice currently done. The
impact to go back and re-perform all of our job analysis would cost millions of dollars, divert
resources from more important work, and, in our opinion, not discernibly improve our programs.
Of additional concern in this Section 3 Item 3 wording is that the term "capability" is introduced in
this section along with "job and duty" and adds no value in our opinion. Further its inclusion does
raise questions as to what is intended by this additional term's inclusion.
Suggested Change: We request that Section 3 Item 3 be eliminated from the document which will
remove the new regulatory requirement to determine subtasks and task elements during job
analysis. We suggest that the revised Section 3 introductory paragraph in the full text
recommendation at the end of this Attachment sufficiently requires the job analysis aspect of a SAT.

Industry Major Comment #4 - Substantial Regulatory Expansion by Adding a requirement to
analyze and document learning characteristics of target audiences.
Section Reference: Section 2 Item 3.
Issue Discussion: The new requirement proposed is that "Training shall be tailored to the needs
and the learning characteristics of the target population."
The industry position is that this needs to be a guiding (should) principle not a "shall" fundamental
principle. No requirement to tailor to learning characteristics of audience has existed in prior
NK21-COR R-00531-1 0585
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regulations and compliance is not likely possible since our audiences vary significantly within a
single course and from course to course with no time to adjust.
The industry has not found any basis in literature, previous legislation, or international standards for
this being a "shall" principle. In fact the industry fails to see how this is a regulatory issue at all.
There appears to be no safety impact and compliance would be problematic as this is completely
new. Certainly, this is a good practice but making a good practice a guiding principle in the "shall"
part of the REG DOC with wide application and compliance expectations is a large new burden with
no safety value we can see. Cost impact is enormous and safety value is unproven and unlikely.
Specific cost impact has not been evaluated as our industry position is that compliance would not be
possible at any cost.

Suggested Change: We request that Section 2 Item 3 be eliminated from the document; this
principle should be eliminated from all "shall" aspects of the proposed REG.

Additional Comments- Additional Comments are those comments on the proposed REG DOC
items that are deemed to either:
1. modify terminology to that agreed to by industry representatives to better reflect current
vernacular; or
2. add clarity to concepts not universally interpreted in the same manner by industry
representatives; or
3. increase consistency of terminology throughout the document; or
4. eliminate repetitive or redundant content; or
5. further and fully implement comments I request I recommendations already identified in
Industry Major Comments.

Prelude to Additional Comments
The full scope of our "additional comments" can only be seen by reviewing in detail the full text
recommendation at the end of this Attachment against the proposed text made available for public
comment. This full text recommendation shows all changes requested I recommended by the
industry. The following is only to highlight certain comments or recommended changes shown in the
full text recommendation that follows.

Industry Additional Comment #1 - Definition of Training System and Consistent Description
Throughout Document.
Section Reference: Section 1. Introduction (also 1.1, Section 3 introductory paragraphs, Section 5
introductory paragraphs, and Glossary)
Discussion: The introduction states "training system, as defi ned in this regulatory document. .. " 
however, training system is not defined in this document. Section 1. states that "A training system
NK21-COR R-00531-1 0585
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provides the basis for defining, designing, developing, implementing, evaluating, recording, and
managing ... ". However this is different from the items in the Preface which was "analysis, design,
development, implementation, evaluation, documentation and management".
Suggested Change: Define "training system" in Glossary. Utilize consistent wording from one
section to another so that no variance can arise. Suggest using wording from Section 1 in Preface.
Full text recommendation adds definition to glossary and moves to consistent wording throughout
document.

Industry Additional Comment #2 - Performance Oriented Principle should not apply to "all"
training.
Section Reference: Section 2. Item 1 Performance oriented principle.
Discussion: Since Section 2 is a "shall" Section, the term "All" is not appropriate and needs to be
removed. Not "all" instruction is performance oriented. This REGDOC, if adopted at all, should not
address "all" training but rather the training required under the scope of the REGDOC. Further,
licensees should not be instructed to preclude additional training that may not be "essential".
Additionally, again abilities & attitudes needs to be removed from document. Also "nuclear-safety
specific needs" is not defined and not needed as this item is redundant with "essential knowledge
and skills".
Suggested Change: Change Principle to read as follows:
"Performance oriented: Training is preparation for performance on the job. Instruction shall focus on
essential knowledge and skills required to meet job requirements over the lifecycle of the facility. "

Industry Additional Comment #3 - Training System Requirements Introduction Clarity
Section Reference: Section 3. Introductory paragraphs.
Discussion: Section 3 Paragraph 1: Wording used to describe a training system should be
consistent with earlier document sections.
Section 3 Paragraph 2: Paragraph should be eliminated and necessary content moved to Section on
Scope. See previous Industry Major Comment #1 for specific Scope wording recommendation.
Expansion of positions via this paragraph is the subject of Industry Major Comment #1. The licence
renewal process is adequate to define licensee systems to address compliance and adding wording
in this, or any, specific REG DOC that speaks to approval during this process has the potential to
add confusion or create parallel processes.
Section 3 Paragraph 3: Paragraph should be eliminated and necessary content moved to paragraph
one. Reference to vendors and contractors adds confusion, not clarity. Licensees are accountable
for meeting REG DOCs implicitly without regard to how suppliers are used to do so and stating this
adds confusion in that it may be construed to mean that contractors must use a SAT to qualify their
staff. If this REG DOC is meant, in fact, to require that vendors are required to use a SAT to train
NK21·CORR-00531-10585
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their staff, this is an substantial expansion of current requirements and deserves far greater clarity in
the REG DOC and an additional opportunity for comment.
Section 3 Paragraph 4: No comment on the wording of this paragraph which is acceptable to the
industry as is. However, the wording of this paragraph (which allows some flexibility on the required
details when a SAT is used) does lead to confusion when the "shall" list of 13 items follows. Are
these items always "shall" or is flexibility allowed? Is a question that should not result from a new
REGDOC. Therefore, the industry has recommended 6 of the 13 items be removed from the "shall"
list. The requirement for these items is adequately provided for in the revised introductory
paragraphs.
Suggested Change: Change Section 3 paragraph 1 to read as follows:
"Licensees shall ensure workers are competent to do the work assigned to them through the use of
a training system to systematically analyze, design, develop, implement, evaluate, document and
manage new training and the revision of existing training, including continuing training, for workers in
positions that directly operate or maintain the facility during all facility conditions as identified in the
licensing process."

Industry Additional Comment #4 -Training System Requirements Listed Item Eliminations
Section Reference: Section 3. Listed Items 1 through 5 plus Item 11.
Discussion: Items 1 through 5 and item 11 should be eliminated from the REGDOC as
unnecessary and largely redundant with Principles in Section 2 or the introductory paragraphs to this
Section. Meaning, these items are not seen to add clarity or content to the document and are
therefore not needed. Further, the "shall" nature of these items is seen as contradictory to
introductory paragraph #4 by the industry.
Additionally: Item 2 introduces "competencies", which is likely to be interpreted as a new and
additional regulatory requirement and this is not likely the intent. This terminology is not commonly
used in the industry. We request that should this REGDOC be published, terminology in the
document use Qualification or Knowledge & Skills and not use competencies (noun).
Item 3 importantly includes the detail within the item that requires a job analysis "to determine all the
.... subtasks and task elements involved" and this is not a practice currently done by licensees and
represents a substantial increase in regulatory expectations as compared to current Canadian and
international practice with little or no expected value as discussed in Industry Major Comment #3.
Additionally, the term capability is introduced here along with job and duty and adds no value in our
opinion but does raise questions and confusion as to what is intended by this additional term's
inclusion.
Item 5 again refers to "competencies" and we request that should this REGDOC be published , the
terminology stay with Qualification or Knowledge & Skills.
Item 11 unnecessarily singles out one curriculum content item. We suggest this is inappropriate as
content is expected to be systematically derived and the mention of one item and not others may
lead to assumptions about content derivation that is inappropriate.
NK21·COAA-00531·1 0585
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Suggested Change: Eliminate Section 3 Items 1 through 5 and Item 11 .

Industry Additional Comment #5 -Training System Requirements Changes to Listed Items 6
through 13 other than 11
Section Reference: Section 3. Listed Items 6 through 13 other than Item 11.
Discussion: We have only small comments on items 6 through 13 other than item 11 (see above).
Comments are all incorporated into the suggested wording provided below and in the full text that
follows. Mostly we again request the concept and terminology around "competencies" not be used.
Suggested Change: Replace Items 1 through 13 with revised items 1 through 7 as defined below:
Licensees shall:
1. Ensure that trainers meet and maintain documented qualifications, particularly in the areas of
subject matter expertise and instructional skills.
2.

Ensure that formal evaluations are used to confirm and document that each trained worker is
qualified to perform the duties of his or her position.

3.

Implement a training change management process that will systematically analyze procedural
facility and industry-wide events) in order to identify changes to the tasks and task lists, and to
assess potential training implications leading to modifications of training.

4.

Ensure continuing training is provided to workers and that it includes updates stemming from the
change management process.

5.

Evaluate training regularly and incorporate the results of the evaluations into a training
improvement process.

6. Ensure that workers' records in support of training and qualifications are established and
maintained.
7. Ensure that workers have a level of training related to nuclear safety including but not limited to
radiation safety, fire safety, onsite emergency arrangements, and conventional health and safety
corresponding to the duties of their position and employment.

Industry Additional Comment #6 - Section 5 Guidance Changes
Section Reference: Section 5 all parts.
Discussion: Section 5 is a "may" section . Therefore comments are limited to changing terminology
to current industry terminology and to carrying forward Industry MAJOR comments made on
Sections 1 through 4.
Suggested Change: See full text of Section 5 provided at end of this Attachment.
NK21-CORR-00531-10585
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Additional Comment #7- Abbreviations & Glossary Changes
Section Reference: Abbreviations TLO and Glossary Addition of training system and modification of
several items.
Discussion: We have only one comment on Abbreviations; we request LObe changed to TLO. In
the Glossary, we have added one definition: training system. We have eliminated two definitions:
'safety-sensitive occupations' and 'safety-sensitive positions'; see Industry Major Comment #1. We
have changed wording in several places to implement Major Comment #2 regarding the use of
"abilities & attitudes". We have made smaller comments to the following items to improve clarity
relative to current industry terminology: duty area, qualification, task, task list, trainee characteristics,
and training development plan .

Comments are all incorporated into the suggested wording provided in the full text that follows.
Suggested Change: See full text of Abbreviations and Glossary provided at end of this Attachment.
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FULL TEXT COMMENTS

Follows is a full text that incorporates all suggested I requested changes. Again, it is the industry
position that the CNSC discontinue the process to create and implement this draft Regulatory
Document. We do not accept that there is a need or a safety case for this Regulatory Document.
Our position is that existing Regulations (including RD-204, Certification of Persons Working at
Nuclear Power Plant) and standards (including N286-05 & 12, Management System Requirements
for Nuclear Power Plants) plus the PROL Renewal application process together provide sufficient
regulation governing personnel training.
However, if the following text is adopted, we can accept the REGDOC even though our position is
that it is not needed by the industry and adds no measurable value.
In the following full text comments wording we request I recommend be removed is identified as
follows:

In the following full text comments wording we request I recommend be added is identified as
follows:
wording we request I recommend be added

NK21-CORR-00531·1 0585
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Personnel Training
1.

Introduction

The purpose of training in the nuclear industry is to ensure that workers are competent and qualified
to perform the duties of their position. As required by the General Nuclear Safety and Control
Regulations, workers shall be trained to carry on the licensed activity.
A training system provides the basis for oefiAiFI~, oesi~AiAS 1 oevele~iAS 1 i~~leFJ~eFiliFIS 1 e'J8het8tiFI~;
reeeriiFig aFI& ~ar~a~iFI~ analysis, design, development, implementation, evaluation, documentation
and management of training for workers at nuclear facilities. It provides a method for meeting the
training needs of workers and ensuring that the right people receive the right training at the right
time. With a training system, as defined in this regulatory document, it can be demonstrated that all
required knowledge and skills a&ilities aA& a&titw&es have been attained, through the process of
performance-based assessment and program evaluation. Without a training system, there is the risk
that important elements of training will be omitted and the operating state of the facility will not be
reflected in the training programs.

1.1 Purpose
This regulatory document sets out the requirements of the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission
(CNSC) for licensees regarding the development and implementation of a training system. It also
provides guidance on how these requirements should be met.

1.2 Scope
This regulatory document applies to workers in nuclear facilities who ere e~~le~·eo iFI safety
ser=~sitive ess~;~~atieAs ar~o/er safety seAsiti~;·e ~esitier1s directly operate or maintain the plant during
all facility conditions. The licensee shall define these positions in its training system.
In addition, this regulatory document applies to the entire lifecycle of the facility including site
selection, design, construction, commissioning, operation, refurbishment and decommissioning. It
can apply to individual structures, systems and components, as well as to the entire facility.

1.3 Relevant Legislation
The provisions of the Nuclear Safety and Control Act (NSCA) and regulations that are relevant to
this regulatory document include:
1. paragraph 12( 1}(a) of the General Nuclear Safety and Control Regulations, which states every
licensee shall"ensure the presence of a sufficient number of qualified workers to carry on the
licensed activity safely and in accordance with the Act, the regulations made under the Act and the
licence"
2. paragraph 12(1 )(b) of the General Nuclear Safety and Control Regulations, which states every
licensee shall"train the workers to carry on the licensed activity in accordance with the Act, the
regulations made under the Act and the licence"
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2.

Principles

The training system developed and implemented by each licensee shall adhere to the following
fundamental principles:

~two

1. Performance oriented: Training is preparation for performance on the job. AU-Instruction
shall focus on essential knowledge and skills a6ilities &A& 8ttitwoes required to meet job
requirements over the lifecycle of the facility.
2. Systematically developed: Training shall be defined, produced and maintained through an
iterative and interactive series of steps, leading from the identification of a training
requirement to the confirmation that the requirement has been satisfied.

a.

T8ilereo t8 8lsl€iitieAee: Tr&iAiA~ SR&II 6e t8ilereo te tRe Flee&s 81=\0 tRe
&R8r8eteFisties ef tl:le tar~et Ji!BJi!lsllatieA.
3.

le&rAiA~

Requirements for a Training System for Nuclear Facilities

lieeAsees sl:lall wse a tr8iFiiR~ system te syste~8tieally EitefiRe, oesiSR; oe¥ei&Ji!, imJ!!IemeRt,
evalwate, reeero &REt maRase all tr&iRiAH; iR&IwEitiA~ eeAtiAwiR~ traiAiRS, fer 811 werl<ers wAs 8re
emJi!leyeo iA &8fety seRsitive eeewJij&tieRs &R&JeF safety seRsitive jiesitieRs:
TRe lieeRsee sR811 we!!Jese t& tRe C~H~C, Uuew~R tReir lieeRse &fifilieatieA, 811 safety seAsitive
eeelsiJil&tieRs aRo/er; safety seRsitive Ji!B&itieAs ts \YRieR tRis reswletery &eewmeAt ElJi!Ji!lies &FlO tRe
C~ISC will re¥iew &FlO 8Ji~Ji!F&ve tRese eeelsiJij8ti&FIS 8FIO/er Jil&sitieAs tRF81s1SR tRe lieeA&iR~ Jijreeess.
TRe treiRiRS system sRall 6e Elf!JJ!!Iie& EitwriRS tRe ElR&Iysis, oesisR, oe·JelejjmeRt, imjilemeRtetieA;
e¥8llsl8tieA, oeewmeAt&tieR &R8 FFI&A&~emeRt &f Flew tr8iFiiA~ er tRe revisieA ef e~<istiA~ treiAiA~. It
&Rail lie wseo wRetRer tRe tr&iRiR~ is EitefiRe8, oesiSR80, 8eveleJije8, imjilemeRte8, evalwate&,
reeeroeo 81=\H FF18F18~e8 iRterR&IIy liy li88R&ees er e)<terA&IIy tRF81s1~R ¥eRS9F8 er 88FitF88t8F8•
Licensees shall ensure workers are competent to do the work assigned to them through the use of a
training system to systematically analyze, design, develop, implement, evaluate, document and
manage new training and the revision of existing training, including continuing training, for workers in
positions that directly operate or maintain the facility during all facility conditions as identified in the
licensing process.
The level of analysis, documentation and actions may vary in proportion to the relative importance to
safety, safeguards and security; the magnitude of any hazard involved; the lifecycle stage of the
facility; the mission of the facility; the particular characteristics of the facility; and any other relevant
factors.
Licensees shall:
1, 88t&61isR 8FIS imJijlemeRt El treiRiRS system tR8t eRSislres ti;:teir tr&iRiRS fjF8SF&ms ere
eystem8tie8lly oefiReEil, oesisReo, EileveleJi~eEil, imjilemeAteEil, evalw8te8, Fe&&rseo 8FIO
FFI8A8S80

2. wse a tr8iRiR~ systeFA te fiF&¥ioe 8 le~ie81 wesroessieA frem 8R 8A8Iysis &f tRe tr8iRiR~
re~ w iremeRts &Ro ioeRtifieatieR ef tRe ~walif ie at ieRs &Flo eemJijeteReies re~ w ireo fer
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~efifer~iAS

8: jeb, te tRe sesisA, ievele~~eAt, i~~~e~eAt8:tieA, ev8:1w8:tieA 8:Ai ~8:A8:S&~&Fit
ef tr8iAiAS• TRis &R811 iAelwliile tR& res~eetive tr8:iAiRS ~8teri81s, 81'19 tRe sw&se~wBAt ev81W8:tieFI

3. iB8Atify 811 ~8rf8F~8FI88 F8~WiFB~BFit8 8f 8 88:Ji8:bility, jeb 8F iwty by 88R8wetiAS 8 jeb
8:F181ysis tB 9eter~iR8 8:11 ef tR8 t8:8l(8, sw8t8:&l't& 8:R8 t8:8l( 818~8At& iR¥91\'88
4, 8efiAe 8:R9 ieew~eAt tRe A898&&8f)' SBA&ral werl<er tr8iAiAS, iAiti81 jeb tr8:ifliFIS 8FI9
98AtiAWiAS tr8:iAiAg F8~WiF8~8Fit8 fer W8FI<8F8, b8:88S 81'1 8: t8:SI< 8:F18:1ysis ef tR8 IEF18WI&ig&;
sl,ills, abilities 8FI8 8ttitw8es re~wireliil te ~erfer~ tR& liilwties ef tReir ~esiti&A
5. &Aswre tR8:t 8:~W8~ri8:te tF8:iAiAS is 8esisr~ei,
~W8:1ifieatiBFI 8:1'10 88~~8t8A8Y F8~WiF8fABFitS

liilevele~ei

8:FIB

i~~le~er~te8

te

~eet

tRe

i1 . ensure that trainers meet and maintain documented qualifications 8:FIS eefA~eteAey
re~wir&fA&Fit&, particularly in the areas of subject matter expertise and instructional skills
qt2. ensure that formal evaluations are used to confirm and document that each trained
worker is qualified 81'18 &8fA~&t&Fit to perform the duties of his or her position
83. Implement a training change management process that will systematically analyze
procedural and equipment changes, changes in job descriptions, and operating experience
feedback (including facility and industry-wide events) in order to identify changes to the tasks
and task lists, and to assess potential training implications leading to modifications ~
tr8:iFiiAS wesr8:ms of training.
94. Ensure continuing training is provided to workers and that it includes updates te tr8:iAiRS
fiiF8SF8:fAS stemming from the change management process.

-+95. evaluate ~ training ~resr8:~& regularly and incorporate the results of the evaluations
into a training ~resraffl improvement process
11. &Aswre lR8:t ':¥8rl<ers R8:VB bee A tr8:iAe9 iFI ewrr&At preeeowre s aAi iFI relevaRt s yst e~ 8R9
&8Rfiswr8:tieAs 8:1'19 8:F8 ee~Ji&t&At te ~eFfer~ tRe liilwties ef tloleir ~esitieA

e~wi~FFI&At
~6.

ensure that workers' records in support of training and qualifications are established
and maintained

~7.

ensure that workers have a level of training related to nuclear safety including but not
limited to radiation safety, fire safety, onsite emergency arrangements, and conventional
health and safety corresponding to the duties of their position and employment.

4.

Record Management for a Training System

Licensees shall develop and manage documentation related to all phases of their training including
but aot limited to but not limited to: task lists, task-to-training matrices, training objectives, traiaiag

plaas, tPaiaiag delivet'3· plaas, lessoR plaas, verifteatioR tools, progPam evaluatioa data aad
Peeords aad deeisioR doeHM8Rt8 PegaPdiag aa~· ehaages to the traiaiag @8UF888 aad traiaiag
programs. lesson plans, evaluation tools, training evaluation, and changes to training.
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Licensees shall ~ maintain b&iFliRg records on the training and qualifications of all workers. These
records shall be managed and controlled, and may be requested by CNSC staff at any time.
A:&&iti&FI&IIy, werl(ers' sw~e121isers &Fis ~&FI&~ers sl:;!all t;tave i~~e&iate, WFieFiew~8ere& &Rd rea~ily
&¥eila81e assess te tRe reeer&e, The training record for each worker, including temporary workers
and contractors, shall include all fitW&IifieatieFI& &F18 eertifieatieRs l:;iel8 1 tl:;!e eu~iratieFI sates fer tiFI'Ie
SeRsiti¥8 ~1:181ifis&ti8RS &1010 88rtifi&&tieFIS, &RS &II F8~1:181ifi&&ti8R 8F F888rtifi&&ti8R F8f!tl:liF8FR8Rt&, a//
qualifications and certifications granted by or relied on by the licensee to fulfill requirements of this
document. Records shall include expiration dates for time-sensitive qualifications and certifications,
and all requalification or recertification requirements.

5.

Guidance on the Systematic Approach to Training

biser=~sees FRay a&e~t tl;te syste~atie appreael:;i te traiFiiF1~ (S.O.::r) ~etl:;!e&eh~~Y te ~eet tt:le
F&f!twire~&Fit& iR seetieFI
ef tAis &eew~er1t "A* is 8 ~F8¥8F1 aFI& l:;ii~l:;ily sweeessfwl e&we8tieFI eREI
tr8irotiRS ~ett:lesele~)', wt:lieR, wR&FI iFR~Ie~eFite& 88 ewtliFie& 6elew 1 will ~est tRe r>&f!twir&FR&Rts ef
tRis roe~wl8tery &eew~&Rt: It is 818& wisely I<F1&WFI 8& tl;te iF1strwetieFI81 &)'8t&~8 &esi~A FR&ael (le~M).

:a,Q

Systematic Approach to Training (SAT) is a proven and highly successful education and training
methodology, which licensees may adopt to meet the requirements in section 3.0 of this document.
SAT is also widely known as the instructional systems design model (ISDM) or Analysis, Design,
Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (ADDIE) model.
The SAT methodology is the industry standard for training development and is the most widely
practiced model in existence today. SAT is a holistic process and a proven best practice for the
analysis, design, development, implementation, evaluation and management of training.
A SAT-based training system provides interdependent functions consisting of analysis, design,
development, implementation and evaluation. It is this cyclic process, as depicted in Figure 1, that
enables training to be systematically 8efiF1e&, 8&8i~F1&8 1 9e¥elepe8 1 i~~le~&F1te& &FI& ev81wate&
analyzed, designed, developed, implemented, evaluated, documented and managed in order to not
only meet operational and organizational requirements, but also to react quickly to changes in those
requirements.
Figure 1: Overview of a systematic approach to training (no comment on figure 1)

5.1

Analysis Phase

The analysis phase is the foundation of any training course or training program and includes inputs
from operational staff, end-users, subject matter experts (SMEs) and training development experts.
Its purpose is to specify the required outcome of the training in terms of essential on-the-job
performance as defined by role documents, procedures or written instructions. The analysis should
consider the following points:
•

rationale and purpose of training

•

scope of the training

•

target audience

•

training method
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•

location of the training

•

timeframe by when the training must be complete

TRere ere veriews

88FFI~8FI8Rts r:e~wir:ea

te fesilitets e fwll

treiRiR~

eAelysis es

aessri~ea

iR tlo:le

fellewiFI~ ~ara~ra~Rs.

The fundamental processes of the analysis phase are briefly described in the following paragraphs.

5.1.1 Training Needs Analysis
A training needs analysis (TNA) is normally triggered by a performance gap or deficiency which has
identified training as the solution. Engineering design and equipment changes, operational changes,
revised procedures, and modifications to regulatory requirements are examples of changes that
would generate performance gaps. A TNA systematically assesses the job performance
requirements against actual existing performance (gap analysis) and identifies specific areas that
require training.

5.1.2 Job and Task Analysis
To identify all performance requirements of a ee~e~ility, job or duty area, a job analysis should be
conducted to determine all of the tasks, sw~tesl<s eRa tesl< eleFF!&Fits involved with all states of the
nuclear facility, including normal operations, accident conditions and emergency situations. The end
result of a job analysis is a list of tasks that should be completed to perform the job correctly. Task
difficulty, importance and frequency are considered to determine which tasks need to be part of
training and to determine the initial and continuing training content. Task analysis should be
conducted to determine the method of task performance and associated knowledge and skills ~
eliilities.

5.1.3 Terminal Learning Objectives
Terminal Learning objectives (TLOs) are statements of the aesirea I<Rewlea~s, siEills, eliilities &RfiJ
attitw&ss Tasks that workers must be able to demonstrate after completing the training. TLOs should
be measurable and define exactly when, what and how well the trainee must be capable of
performing on the job upon completion of the training.
A terminal learning objective should include:
1. A performance statement: states the task to be performed

wsifl~

eRe

e~ser:ve~l&

ver8.

2. A condition statement: describes conditions under which the performance must be
completed.
3. Standards: state et least eRe measurable criterion which describe how well the
performance should be completed.

5.1.4 Target Audience Analysis
A target audience analysis determines the numbers and categories of workers to be trained and,
where possible, the characteristics of the individuals who will receive the training (e.g., current job
experience and prior background, experience, education and training). This information ensures that
NK21·CORR-00531-1 0585
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the training is designed, developed and implemented at the correct level, and assists with
determining any necessary training prerequisites.

5.2

Design Phase

The design phase should include the selection and description of the training and an environment
that will enable the trainees to achieve the TLOs determined in the analysis phase. The design
phase starts with the results of the analysis phase and ends with a plan for the development of the
training. The design phase takes the output from the analysis phase and specifies how the
information will be presented and how the knowledge and skills a&ilities and attit1s1des will be tested.
The fundamental processes of the design phase are briefly described in the following paragraphs.

5.2.1 Trainee Characteristics
As a result of the analysis phase, the target audience should have been broadly defined. Trainee
characteristics should be described in terms of their entry-level knowledge and skills 88ilities aRd
attit1a1Eites and those characteristics likely to affect their responses to particular instructional activities.
Information obtained in this process will guide subsequent decisions such as those regarding
appropriate instructional sequences, methods and media.

5.2.2 Instructional Program Design
The instructional program design determines in mere detail he knowledge and skills a&ilities aREit
attitlsld8s required to perform a task wfiliefil is iJefiRed in ena&lin~ e&jeetives (liOs). These knowledge
and skills lead to enabling objectives (EOs) which document the required knowledge and skill.
These enabling objectives are then grouped and sequenced into the order most suitable for
learning.

5.2.3 Enabling Objectives
EOs are the principal units of learning and constitute a major step towards achieving the associated
n..os. EOs are sub-components of the n..os. EOs represent manageable units of work: units that
are coherent in terms of logic, learning of work, have a suitable scope and are appropriate for
testing learning progress. Like the TLO, the EO is composed of three essential parts:
1. The performance statement; an observable action Slsi8R as "O~erate a fJie&al ~esitieniRfJ
syst8m" er "Install tRe Persennel ~e8erd Manafjement seftware." It sRelslld &e normally stated
as one action associated with a single verb. If the action is complicated or if more than one
verb is used, then the ~ EO needs to be broken down further into other EOs with simple
actions.
2. The conditions statement; a description of the setting or conditions under which the ta&k
action is to be performed (e •fh "gi¥8A a PC witlil fili'e&eAtatieR seftware", "ieRiei referenee"
and "wiU~elslt Slsi~8PJisien"). Ideally, the conditions should mirror those in the workplace where
the operation is performed.
3. The standard; one or more measurable criterion stating the level of acceptable
performance of the task in terms of quantity, quality or time limitations. It should answer
questions such as: "How many?" "How fast?" or "How well?" (e.fJ., tRe itali8ii!e8 fi8RieA ef
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"GivsFI 8 PC wilA J.U"8&8Fil8li&A sstlw8F8, iF88l8 8 prs&8Fil8li8FI ':VilA 8l 188&t siJl slidss iFI I&&&
FRiFiwtss")

U~8FI

ag

5.2.4 Learning Assessment Plan

A learning assessment plan describes the use of lsstiAS iFI SWJiJi&R 8f lAs traiAiFI~ 8Fii formal
evaluations within a qualification program. The learning assessment plan determines how progress
toward, and achievement of, the required performance is checked and verified. While an
assessment should be based upon the performance defined in the 7LOs and EOs, limiting factors,
such as time, may not permit direct observation of the full range of the desired performance. The
assessment plan describes how a valid and reliable sample of trainee performance will be measured
and evaluated.
5.2.5 Instructional Strategies
The instructional strategy is the combination of media, methods and environment used in the
delivery of training. The advantages and disadvantages of each instructional strategy, as applied to
the TLOs and EOs, should be examined to ensure that the most effective solution is selected to
ensure task performance as indicated in the TLOs.
5.2.6 On-the-Job Training
On-the-job training (OJT) requirements should be considered when one or more of the TLOs may
not be suitable for traditional instruction methods. This typically occurs when the training
environment cannot simulate the operational task. If OJT is necessary, then OJT learning objectives,
complete with performance statements, conditions and standards, should be produced.
Subsequently, each OJT learning objective should be formally assessed using on-the-job evaluation
(OJE).
5.2.7 Training Development Plan
TA8 tr8iAiAS Jii8FI 88seri9ss tl=ls tr8iFiiFIS 8Fii 8&8WFFI8Fils tl=l8 dseisi8FIS FFI898 swriAS tAs ss&iftFI Jil=lass
eFt itsFF~s swsl=l 88 tl::ls m:os, t88&1=1iAS peiAts 1 FF18ll:ls& ef iA&lFw&lisA fer 88&1=1 ~0, l(8o/ I88FFiiFIS 8¥8Fit&,
88~W8Ai8 sf iFI&lFW8ti8FI; 8AO 888888FFI8Fil JiF888SWF8S:
The training development plan documents the decisions made during the design phase. Outcomes
and decisions regarding items covered in sections 5.2.1 through 5.2.6 should be documented and
used during the development phase.
5.3 Development Phase
The development phase involves the procurement or production of effective instructional materials in
accordance with the training development plan.
+1=18 S8¥8h~JiFFI8Fil Jil:l8ss iFI88Ffi8F8lss tl=ls fsllewiAS JiF8888&8&:
The fundamental processes of the development phase are briefly described in the following
paragraphs.
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5.3.1 Procurement I Production of Instructional Materials
+Ae-ilnstructional materials should support the learning activities. Such items include instructor
lesson plans, interactive courseware such as computer-based training (CBT) and training aids of all
types including equipment, references, job aids and testing materials. The instructional materials
should include the following, where necessary:

1. Trainee manuals: These are reference handbooks to be used and often retained by the
trainees.
2. Instructor guides: These are instructional specifications for use by the instructor during
training preparation and delivery. They outline the specific training steps that must be
provided to satisfy the training development plan. aOs 8f8 liAI~ea te aetsileil &t&J!IS 8AO
J!lf8880WI'88 iA tlole tr&iA88 FR8FlW81&; W88F 8Wid88 8AO &Ay 8FlliA8 088WI'Fl8At&ti8Fl:
3. Handouts: These additional aids can supplement the trainee manuals in areas identified
as difficult and/or particularly important.
4. CBT or other media: These are to be used where they are a recommended solution
based on the instructional analysis and the selection of the instructional strategy.
5. Question banks and some sample tests iFl s AWFAlilerea &e~weAee: When used during the
training, these should include guidance on where and when they should be used.

5.3.2 Assessment Tests
Assessment tests, which address the requirement for formal evaluation, cover both progress and
final testing. In general, there are two types and both should be developed.
Knowledge or cognitive assessments: Usually written, these tests can include multiple choice,
multiple response, dichotomous or binary (i.e., yes/no; true/false), matching, resequencing, and
open-ended questions.
Performance or skill-based assessments: These are practical tests based on realistic scenarios of
the most important and significant skills and abilities derived from the n.os and EOs.

5.3.3 Conduct of Trials (pilot courses)
To assess the effectiveness of the training and related materials, these materials should be
reviewed by SMEs, tested with individuals who are representative of the target training audience,
and approved by the appropriate managers. The training and instructional materials should be
revised according to the findings of the trials .

5.4 Implementation Phase
The implementation phase is to enable the trainees to successfully perform the tasks to the
standards defined in the n.os. This phase encompasses both the instructor preparation phase as
well as the actual delivery of the training.
It should include:
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1. Qetaile& lesson plans (~re&wee& 6y U:Je iFisbw8ters) based on the training plan and the
instructor guides prepared during the development phase.
2. Set-up of the training environment.
3. Continual monitoring to ensure that learning is taking place.
4. Arrangements for follow-on training, where necessary.

5.5 Evaluation Phase
The evaluation phase involves the assessment of the effectiveness and efficiency of the training as
delivered and verification of whether the trainees have mastered the n.os and acquired the
competence needed to perform the job safely.
The evaluation phase includes the following :
1. Formal trainee evaluation: The trainees' abilities to perform the tasks, as defined in the
n.os, should be measured through tests and assessments. This activity can be included
as a process within the implementation phase.
2. Content and delivery: All instructional activities are monitored so that corrective actions,
including trainee evaluations, can be taken if necessary. Sources of feedback include the
trainees, the instructors, the support staff and the responsible managers and supervisors.
3. Effectiveness: This means the graduates' ability to perform, in the workplace, the tasks
for which they were trained. The primary sources of this information are the graduates
and their supervisors. Additionally, information may be available through various sources
ranging from needs assessments and lessons-learned reports to incident reports and
rework statistics. Managers and supervisors should have continuous input to the training.
4. Change management: In accordance with the principles of a SAT methodology, inputs
such as new or revised regulatory requirements, engineering design and equipment
changes, operational changes, revised procedures, modifications and operating
experience feedback (including facility and industry-wide events) should be regularly fed
into the appropriate processes through the analysis phase.
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Abbreviations

CBT

Computer-Based Training

CNSC

Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission

EO

Enabling Objective

bQ

beeFAiA~

TLO

Terminal Learning Objective

OJE

On-the-Job Evaluation

OJT

On-the-Job Training

NSCA

Nuclear Safety and Control Act

SAT

Systematic Approach to Training

SME

Subject Matter Expert

TNA

Training Needs Analysis
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Glossary

Altitutla l~e per&OA81 feeli AS&; per&eJJtieA&, v8h~e& 8A6 iAtere&t& of 8A iA8ivi8w81 t~8t 811ow 8 jo& or
tesl< to lile J18~~H~e6 sefely BAd iA a8eoFEilaAee wit~ t~e etl;!ies of t~e eFgaAiaati&A, te tl;ie lilest aliility
of tR8t iA8i¥iOW81:
Continuing Training- A structured curriculum that maintains and enhances hAewle&ge, sltills,
alililitie& 8AH attitwEile& knowledge and skills and addresses areas such as equipment changes and
procedure changes; skill weaknesses; infrequently used and difficult l'f18'Nie&ge, sltill& ar;~il 88ilitiee
knowledge and skills; and lessons learned from operating experiences. Update training,
requalification training and refresher training are also considered continuing training.
Course - A series of learning events.
Duty Area- One of the job incumbent's main areas of activity, or a grouping of closely related tasks.
Instructional Strategy - The combination of media, methods and environment used in the delivery
of training:
•

method: the type of learning activity or instructional event

•

media: the means of delivering instructional activities to the trainee, such as computers
or printed texts

•

environment: where learning activities take place, i.e., classroom, workplace, home

Job- The work performed by the incumbent in a position, or by a group of incumbents in a position
who perform essentially the same duties and tasks and require similar ltAewlesse; eltille, alililitiee
8AH 8ttitw&e knowledge and skills to perform those tasks.
Knowledge - The theoretical and/or practical understanding of a subject matter required to perform
work.
Learning - A change in behaviour that occurs as a result of the acquisition of ltAewle&ge, eltille,
alililities 8A6 attitw&e knowledge and skills.
Lesson Plan- A guide, used by instructors, to ensure that instruction follows a specific, goal
oriented plan.
Licensing Basis - A set of requirements and documents for a regulated facility or activity
comprising:
•

the regulatory requirements set out in the applicable laws and regulations

•

the conditions and safety and control measures described in the facility's or activity's
licence and the documents directly referenced in that licence
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•

the safety and control measures described in the licence application and the documents
needed to support that licence application

Nuclear Facility - A facility as defined in the Nuclear Safety and Control Act.
On-the-Job Evaluation- Performance demonstration by a trainee of knowledge, skills and work
practice standards required to perform a task using the approved procedure and the prescribed
standards. The evaluation is conducted on the job 88 8 ~8R ef je6 pefferFA8Ree.
On-the-Job Training - The training undertaken in the actual work environment to obtain required
job-related knowledge and skills.
Pilot Course - A ftiU trial of an instructional program prior to its implementation in training.
Program Evaluation- An assessment of the merit or value of an instructional program. Program
evaluation is a systematic process designed to collect data to assess whether instruction has
satisfied the objectives of the
Instructional Program in the Most Effective and Efficient Manner:
•

Formative evaluation is conducted on an ongoing basis during the development and
implementation of new instructional programs, to make improvements to the program and
to correct errors and deficiencies

•

Summative evaluation occurs after an instructional program has been implemented, to
report on the effectiveness and efficiency of the design, development and implementation
of instruction. Summative evaluation examines all aspects of an instructional program.

Qualification- A recognized level of~ mastery of task performance in a work-related field,
which is normally acquired through successful completion of training.
Safety Sensitive Qeewwaatien :O.R eee~pa,ieR iR a Rwelear faeility, t~e iFAJ!jaireo ~efferFAaRee sf
8y aAy werl<er iA tAe eeew~atieFI, eewlo reewlt iA a &i8FiifieaAt iRei&eFit affeetiA8 tl=le l=lealtl=l 8R9
eafe'y ef ~ers&FI8; ~repel'ty er tl=le eRvireR~&Fit. l'l=lis eeewfjatieFI alee iRelwoes all eFApleyees w!;!e are
regwlarly reqwire9 te retate tl=lrewsl=l er regwlarly J!jF&'i'i&e relief te ji&reeRe iR safety eeRsitive pesitieRe.

w!;!ie~,

Safety SeRsitive Pasitien A ~esitieR iA a Rwelear faeilit~· . tl=le iFApaire& ~erferFAaAee ef wl=lie~ eewlo
reewlt iR a &i8RifieaRt iAeioeAt affeetiR8 tl=le l=lealtl=l a101& safety ef Jij&reer~s , Jijre~el'ty er tl=le
8RViFeAFR8Rt.
Skill - A mental and/or physical activity that requires a measured degree of proficiency.
Task· A discrete segment of work having two or more steps, performed by an individual, which has
a definite beginning and end, and which constitutes a logical and necessary part of a duty area
and/or job.
Task List- The list of tasks that make up the requirements in a job or duty area. The list shou ld also
include critical supporting eleFR&Rts references that provide insight into the scope and difficulty of the
tasks.
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Teaching Points - The elements that make up an evaluation objective: discrete steps, sliilitiss,
factors or concepts requiring separate demonstration or explanation that the trainee must
master/learn/do.
Test- An event during which a trainee is asked to demonstrate an aspect of task performance, &kiU,
loi!&wls€488 sr s"itwis skill or knowledge.
Trainee Characteristics - The target population for whom the proposed training is intended as well
as relevant information about the trainees concerned, such as the aptitudes, special skills,
education, previous related training and personal data (e.g., age,~). Defining trainee
characteristics is a recommended component of tRs tssiE &~&lysis &Alii iAstrwstis~al &A&Iysis
JU888888& a SAT.
Trainee Evaluation - The assessment of progress made by participants during an instructional
program (formative evaluation) and of their achievement at the end of the program (summative
evaluation).
Training /Instruction - Learning that is provided in order to improve performance on the job.
+reiRiRg PlaR A seswFAs~t tR&t l!lsssri8ss !;Jew a tr&iAiAg
F8~WiF8~8At& sf tR8 188FRiA~ 8Bj8&ti':'8S:

fjF&~r&~

is

i~ts~l!lslil

ts FAsst tl;is

Training Development Plan - A document that describes how the output of the analysis and design
phases is intended to be used during development to meet the requirements of the TLOs and EOs.
Training Program - A structured collection of courses required to achieve a qualification or
certification to perform work.

Training System -A structured systematic approach to the analysis, design, development,
implementation, evaluation, documentation and management of training.
Vendor I Contractor- A person who is either contracted by a licensee to develop or deliver training ,
or who delivers training to a licensee's staff with the intent of meeting a required qualification or
competency being granted upon completion of the training.
Workplace - Any place where work is done.
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